Krzysztof Czekaj, Ph. D., Associate Professor of Sociology and a Chairman of the Applied Sociology and Social Disorganisation Chair at the Pedagogical University of Cracow. He wrote twenty books on social problems, crime and social disorganization and about ninety papers published in Poland, Great Britain, USA, and Italy. His habilitation thesis (book entitled THE SOCIOLOGY OF THE CHICAGO SCHOOL AND ITS RECEPTION IN POLAND) deals with the Chicago School of Sociology and its links with Polish sociology. The book won an award of the Polish Academy of Science for the best sociological book in Poland in 2010. He has himself applied the ecological approach of the Chicago School of sociology to social problems in Polish, especially Upper Silesian communities. He did many studies on social disorganisation – e.g. unemployment, violence, crime, alcohol and drug abuse, and migration. Much research on social problems and issues affecting cities in the Upper Silesian region was carried out in the period from 1999 and 2012, in a project known as “Silesian Cities Series 1999–2012”, which undertook the diagnosis of twenty cities following the big reforms in Poland. Each piece of research has produced its own maps of the issue and analysis of the social problems of the towns in question. He works as an expert in social policy for Regional Centre of Marshal Office of the Silesian Voivodeship.

Colin Sumner, Professor of Criminology, Head of the School of Sociology and Philosophy, University College Cork, Ireland. Research and Teaching Interests concentrates around sociology of crime and deviance; social theory; criminology; sociology of law; media studies; research methodology; jurisprudence. His academic career began with a lectureship in sociology at UCW, Aberystwyth, where he taught social theory and the sociology of crime and deviance. From 1977 to 1995, he was a Lecturer in Sociology at the Institute of Criminology, and a Fellow of Wolfson College, Cambridge University. Later he became Professor of Criminology and Head/Dean of the School of Law in the University of East London. He had been a Visiting Professor of Sociology at Queen’s, St. Mary’s, and Simon Fraser Universities in Canada, and the Chinese University of Hong Kong; a Visiting Professor of Law at the universities of Dar el Salaam and Victoria [Canada]; a Visiting Professor of Criminology at Barcelona and Hamburg universities; and a Visiting Research Fellow in the Sociology of Law at the University of California at Berkeley and at the Onati International Institute for the Sociology of Law.

He co-founded the journal Theoretical Criminology in 1997, the first truly global journal of criminology, published by Sage. For many years, he had been an Associate Editor for the journal Socio-Legal Studies. In 2011, he developed an online criminology magazine called Crime Talk at www.crimetalk.org.uk: a publication described as the “best blog” in criminology. In 2004 he edited the Blackwell Companion to Criminology, having earlier edited a book series called New Directions in Criminology with the Open UP.

Niamh Hourigan, Ph.D., is a Senior Lecturer and Head of the Department of Sociology at the University College Cork, Ireland. She has published three monographs including Escaping the Global Village: Media, Language and Protest (Lexington Books, 2003, 2004) and Rulebreakers: Why ‘Being There’ Trumps ‘Being Fair’ in Ireland (Gill and Macmillan, 2015). She has also co-edited three collections on crime and social exclusion (Understanding Limerick: Social Exclusion and Change, 2011) minority language media (Minority Language Media: Concepts, Critiques and Case Studies) and social protest (Social Movements and Ireland). She is a former editor of the Irish Journal of Sociology and former chair of the Editorial Committee of Cork University Press. She has won the a UCC Research Achievement Award for her research on organized crime.

Błażej Kaucz is a PhD Researcher in Criminology and Socio-Legal Studies at the University College Cork (UCC), Ireland. His PhD research examines legal doctrines and development in social and legal arenas; more specifically, by looking at the historical development of criminal branch of law and its specific legislation from a comparative perspective. Błażej is also lecturing “Sociology of Community”, “Official Criminal Statistics”; and co-lecturing “Introduction to Law and Social Control” and “Law, Crime and Societies” as part of the BA in Criminology degree at UCC. His recent publications include an article entitled “Legal Textbooks – the Reflection of Socio-Legal Reality” – this article was published in the Boolean Journal (on the 11th November 2015); the Boolean is an initiative which was launched in conjunction with the year-long bicentenary celebration of George Boole (www.bit.ly/Boolean2015).

Adediran Daniel Ikuomola is currently with Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba-Akoko, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. His primary research interests are deviant career, violence and migration, with emphasis on lifestyle and childhood development. His work has appeared in peace and conflict review; Arts and Humanities; Culture and Development, and Council of Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA). He is a recipient of the prestigious American Council of Learned Society and African Humanities Programme (ACLS/AHP) postdoctoral award in 2013 and the North-West University, Potchefstroom-South Africa postdoctoral fellowship in 2014.

Rashidi Akanji Okunola currently heads the department of Sociology in the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He has published numerous articles in the areas of fear of crime, deviance and the rise of child breadwinners in Nigeria with a focus on policy. He is a recipient of so many awards (CODESRIA, Accountability Network). He holds a Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria, and the PhD supervisor and mentor of the above author. In addition, he has acted as a consultant to several United Nations agencies based in Nigeria on research project focusing on poverty, child labour and sustainable development.

Andrzej Bałandynowicz, Professor of law, criminology, creator of the philosophy of probation in Poland. Chairman of the Applied Criminology Chair at the University of Jan Kochanowski in Kielce. Author of the theory of libertarian punishment, theory of social re-adaptation, multiband theory of rehabilitation with public participation. The scientific results are presented in numerous monographs and scientific articles, including Wychowanie do wolności (Education for Freedom 1991), Nieduane powroty (Failed Returns 1993), Probacja. System sprawiedliwego karania (Probation. The Fair Punishment 2002, 2006), Rodzinne domy terapeutyczne resocjalizacją w środowisku otwartym (Family Therapeutic Houses as a Rehabilitation in an Open Environment 2006), Probacja. Resocjalizacja z udziałem społeczeństwa (Probation. Rehabilitation with Public Participation 2011), Probacyjna sprawiedliwość karząca (Excuse Justice Punishing 2015).
Ewa Czerwińska-Jakimiuk, Ph.D. is a sociologist, psychologist and an Assistant Professor of sociology in the Applied Sociology and Social Disorganization Chair of the Pedagogical University of Cracow (Poland). She received her Ph.D in Sociology on the Jagiellonian University. Her main scientific interests include criminology, social pathology and social psychology. She is the author of the book Przestępczość młodych. Interpretacja zjawiska w świetle ogólnej teorii napięcia Roberta Agnew (Youth Crime. Interpretation of the Phenomenon in Light of Robert Agnew’s General Strain theory 2011).

Anna Kieszkowska, Ph.D. Associate Professor of Sociology and a Chairman of the Social Prevention and Rehabilitation Chair at the University of Jan Kochanowski in Kielce. Her research is focused in the area of social sciences, and above all of social prevention, rehabilitation in an open environment (probation) and social inclusion. the author’s inclusive – catallactic model (mik) of social reintegration of prisoners developed for the implementation of new system solutions in the rehabilitation is a direct reference to the community. Social responsibility for the fate and the quality of the lives of others is an important factor of the maturity of the open society.

Wojciech Dadak, Ph.D. Chair of Criminology at Jagiellonian University in Cracow and Associate Professor of Sociology in Applied Sociology and Social Disorganization Chair, Institute of Philosophy and Sociology in Pedagogical University in Cracow. Interesting in white-collar crime and organized crime, penology, crime prevention, criminal policy, community policing. Author of many publication from criminology and criminal law, between other monography: “Fine in Daytime Rates. Criminological and Penal Aspects”.

Jadwiga Mazur, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology and a Chairman of the Sociology of Communication Chair at the Pedagogical University of Cracow. Her areas of interest: sociology of organizations, communication within the organization, the problems of social pathology, national security, public safety. Author of 80 articles and three books: Communicating Police with the Public and Administrations; Violence in Family – Theory and Reality; Prevention Between Threats and Security.

Eugeniusz Moczuł, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology. He is employed at the Faculty of Law and Administration of the University of Rzeszów. Author of Nine or nine monographs, editor of three books, author of 111 scientific articles, 13 scientific reviews. Member of the Polish Sociological Society and the Polish Criminalistics Society. Scientific interests: phenomena of social pathology, social phenomena and processes connected with criminality, problems of security sociology, sociology of police, sociology of organisation and management, criminology, criminalistics, victimology. the most important publications: Sociological Aspects of Local Security, Publishing University of Rzeszow, Rzeszow 2009; Police. Sociological Study of Functioning Institutions, Publishing University of Rzeszow, Rzeszow 2013.


Barbara Nowak, Ph.D., professor at the Pedagogical University of Cracow, executive of Postpenitentiary Help Department and upbringing to Work. She is interested in help activities for prisoners both in historical and present context. She published a lot of books, just to mention a few: Meaning and Mileage of Postpenitentiary Work in Solving Life Problems of

Łukasz Cywiński, Ph.D. candidate, a probation officer for adults in a local court of law in Będzin, where he guards people with criminal judgements. He has been working as a senior social worker of many years standing in Social Welfare Centre in Czeladź. Using the practical knowledge and professional experience he teaches sociology, social work, community organization and social policy at the University of Occupational Safety Management in Katowice. Among others, he is the author of some papers on social problems subject and recently published article on social safety of local communities in Poland, Katowice 2016.

Agnieszka Mucha is a master in sociology specializing in criminology and social disorganization at the Pedagogical University in Cracow. She is especially interested in problems of crime in urban space, conditions and causes of crime, deviant behavior and social pathology and connections between criminology and psychology. She directs her attention to the variety aspects of resocialization and court officers job. In connection with them, in her thesis, she undertook the first studies in Cracow in Krowodrza district making an attempt to discover and diagnose the reasons of crime in the area. On the created basis she wrote this article, being her first scientific publication. She prepared the first dot map of sentenced crime that concerns the Krowodrza district of Cracow ever. The dot map is presented in this volume.

Reviews and reports

Ann Fiń, Ph.D. a sociologist, an Assistant Professor at the Sociology of Culture Chair in the Faculty of Sociology and Philosophy, Pedagogical University of Cracow, Poland. She specializes in the sociology of migration, methods of social research, and the sociology of culture. She defended her dissertation in 2012 at the Institute of Sociology at the Jagiellonian University in Krakow. She was formerly a fellow of the Kosciuszko Foundation and the Shevchenko Scientific Society In America. Between 2006–2009, she conducted research on the relationship between Polish and Ukrainian immigrants in the United States. In 2013 she was involved in the research project "Polonia policy in practice" and in 2015 in the international research project “Cold War Emigration from East Central Europe – General Historical Survey". Currently she conducts research on contemporary migrations of Poles to the United States, with special emphasis on Polonia in New York City. She is also involved in the research of cultural heritage in Poland. She is a member of the Polish Sociological Association, Jagiellonian Center for Studies on Migration, and a Polish Society of Market and Opinion Researcher.

Mirosław Boruta, Ph.D., a sociologist, an Assistant Professor at Applied Sociology and Social Disorganization Chair, the Faculty of Sociology and Philosophy, the Pedagogical University of Cracow, Poland, sociologist, social activist. His major field of specialization is the history of social thought as well as political and family sociology. He is the author of several dozen scientific publications, including books: “Free with Free, Equal with Equal. Poland and Poles About the Independence of the Republic of Poland’s Eastern Neighbors” (Cracow 2002) and “Surname. Identity and family links. Interdisciplinary contexts of Sociology of the Family” (Cracow 2008).

Tatiana Majcherkiewicz, Ph.D., a sociologist, an Assistant Professor at Applied Sociology and Social Disorganization Chair at the Faculty of Sociology and Philosophy, the Pedagogical University of Cracow. Her research encompasses regional and national elites, political
careers, regional coalitions and civil service corps. She recently received a grant from the Polish National Centre of Science for a study entitled: the recruitment and composition of the Polish regional self-governing elite in the period 1998–2014. Her international experience is extensive and includes works and research on regional elites and the EU’s enlargement and politico-administrative relations. She is an author of about forty academic articles, written in Polish and English. In 2011 she published a book: *An Elite in Transition: An Analysis of the Higher Administration of the Region of Upper Silesia*, Poland, AP Lambert Academic Publishing

**Teresa Zbyrad**, Ph.D., a sociologist, Associate professor at Applied Sociology and Social Disorganization Chair at the Faculty of Sociology and Philosophy the Pedagogical University of Cracow. She specializes in sociology of family and sociology of medicine. Her main scientific interests is social welfare and social politics. She is the author of a 6 books among others: *Social Welfare Homes for Mentally Handicapped Children and Young People*. Diocesan Publishing (2004); *Professional Burnout of Social Service Workers* (2008); *Help as the Prosocial Behaviour* (2012); *Welfare Workers. From the Service to Man to Professional Burnout. Sociological Study on the Example of Research of Podkarpackie Province Workers* (2014), *From the Totalitarian Institution to Democratic One? Social Welfare Homes in Poland*, (2014).